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.Nature; and also the perpetual phenomena of the action of intelligent Man upon the world around
him--denies, in a word, the evidences of his senses. He is most false to the logic of true science who
falls short of tracing effects thru a line of causation as evident as that by which Will, or Mind,
interacts with the material World. Thru this line there is no blank which the logic of deduction is
unable to fill, as appears when it is realized that mind is something reacting with something, and
not nothing reacting with something to produce a physical effect; which would be as impossible as
for materialistic scientists to conceive of Spiritual Ethers and substance. Mediumship and Spiritual
manifestations of almost every conceivable nature are now as common as almost any physical
phenomena, and those unacquainted with them are simply ignorant. The leaders...
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The very best publication i possibly study. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to tell you that this
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